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+15064595400 - https://www.newenglandpizza.ca

Here you can find the menu of New England Pizza Company in Fredericton. At the moment, there are 10
courses and drinks on the food list. You can inquire about changing offers via phone. What User likes about New

England Pizza Company:
My daughter was visiting from BC and I wanted her to try the donair from New England Pizza. She was not
disappointed - the donair were very tasty! Large helping of tasty donair meat!! read more. The diner and its

rooms are wheelchair accessible and thus usable with a wheelchair or physical disabilities, Depending on the
weather conditions, you can also sit outside and be served. What User doesn't like about New England Pizza

Company:
pizza is ment to be something a family can share and not have to fight about what's on the pizza.. especially

when one person dislikes a certain topping and the rest of the family doesn't. I figured as a paying customer you
would accommodate and try to put most of the pizza how my family enjoyed and a little so i could eat.. boy was i
wrong.... i was told straight out NO!!! and yet i still bought dinner here because... read more. New England Pizza
Company, famous for its original Canadian meals, uses ingredients that are typical of the country, and you will
find classic Italian cuisine with classics like pizza and pasta. Naturally, they also serve you with delicious pizza,

baked fresh in traditional style.
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P�z�
VEGGIE PIZZA

Sandwiche� & Ho� Panini�
CHEESEBURGER

Mai� course�
TOPPINGS

Burger�
DOUBLE CHEESE BURGER

Restauran� Categor�
MEDITERRANEAN

GLUTEN FREE

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

PIZZA

STEAK

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
CREAM CHEESE

CHEESE

MEAT

ACEITUNAS

GARLIC

BACON
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